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Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Keywords: 
Continuity, place, departure, arrival, transient, permeability, interaction, integration 
Abstract: 
With the increase of density and mobility in urban lives, locations are on longer singular and isolated from each 
other but highly interconnected and integrated systems. The thesis investigates builts upon current conditions 
and forms of urban connectivities of various scales and their permeability, transiency and integration to the 
urban environment. Hereby 'connectivity' is not the spatial link from A to B based on efficiency but serves as 
generator of interactions of 'in-between spaces' for people and their activities within an urban quality of life and 
location. The thesis develops spatial components that generate alternatives to current urban experiences and 
subsequently allow places to be transient, permeable, departed, arrived and genius loci within the urban realm. 
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Connectivity in various fileds 
Connectivity in various fields (in analogy of connectivity 
in architectural and urban realm): 
•Leaf vein & Road system (similar in hierarchy/continuity/ 
connectivity) 
•Circuit board & Metro system (bothe are linear with 
crossing nodes and radial) 
•Biological networks & generative system (Bothe are self-
organized and complex but ordered system) 
•Other related theories & network systems (interrelated/ 
interconnected/open/closed/ transient/interactive/ etc.) 
Thesis Research Part; Transient City 




Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
With globolization of infrastructure and culture, the world map is shrinked by the dimension of time. Hierarchy of cities gradually 
disappear and cities are more muturally reliable on each other nowadays. Through phisical and efficient connection of airlines and 
virtual information, the whole world is transient with components of cities.Similar mechanism on urban scale,linear connectivity provides 
efficiency and convenience to public but people lose the opportunity to discover the new corner and experience street life in the city 
.Shortcuts should also penetrate into complicated urban fabric providing alternatives of experience. 
Connectivity in global scale 
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Connectivity between cities based on flight system 
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Connectivity between cities based on various transport 







Connectivity in HK of rail / road systems 
Connectivity in HK of metro systems 
/ 
Connectivity in HK of MTR systems 
Thesis Research Part; Transient City 
In some cases radiant connectivity simply acts as a channel to the center station .Acturally center can possibly expand in both 
horizontal and vertical dimension and become both spatial and social center. 
Although railyway system links different locations, central place in Hongkong Island still plays the leading role of the whole system. 
Compared with the airline network on a global scale, it is a trend that relation of cities become mutually reliable. With extensions of 
more railway system, it is possible to create a new dynamic of urban development with self-organized but mutually reliable districts 
connected by railway system 
Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Station information 
Kwun Tong Line 
Tsuen Wan Line 
Island Line 
Tseung Kwan O 
Ma On Shan Line 
Tung Chung Line 
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Thesis Research Part: Transient City 
Connectivity from station to buildings 
East Tsim Sha Tsui 
Dull tunnel space 
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Mong Kok 
Isolated from street level 
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Wanchai 
Crossing off ice bui lding 
Hong kong 
Ma on Shan 
Neighbour of plaza 
On architectural sale,walkways act as in-
between space of interior and exterior. 
However, some walkways are ent irely 
isolated from interior space in Central, 
some walkways are compulsory pass 
through interior shopping mail, others are 
only visually connected but not interactive 
with inside. How the in-between space 
coordinates well with the moving space and 
relative static space needs to be explored. 
Inconvenient connectivity of vertical and 
horizontal circulation impedes the integration 
of urban space in three dimensions. Urban 
space is read in single line with specific and 
clear direction of walkway system. There are 
possibilities of overlapping spaces to interact 
with ground- and higher levels. 
Although separation of elevated walkways 
and ground f loor levels in Mongkok 
guarantees the eff iciency of pass and 
transfer, vitality of the old district can never 
penetrate into the new plug-in system. 
Similarly, walkway system is so dominant 
in Admiralty that park on ground floor is 
deserted. Diverse choices of slow pace of 
pedestrian way and fast pace of escalator 
in SOHO area attract citicens. Infrastructure 
can not be regarded as channel with 
monotonous function but can be another 
layer of unban street closely related to urban 
life. 
Publicity on the move: People spent large 
amount of time in waiting on the station and 
train,however it is also the most boring part 
of the journey,most people come and go in 
a hurry as there is nothing to attract people 
.Publicity not only take place in the static 
and stable place but also can takes up the 
movable and mobile place of infrastructure. 
Stations and trains can also provide a 
place for information exchange,culture 
communication and experience exploration. 
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Thesis Research Part: Transient City 
Connectivity between buildings 
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Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Case studies 
Isolated Integrated 
Kyoto JR Station 
"The competit ion for the railway station 
in Kyoto, Japan is characteristic of hybrid 
megaprojects at the end of the 20th century. 
We began by decomposing the overal l 
program into its main constituent elements 
and aligning them with the Kyoto grid—one 
block for the cultural center, two for the hotel 
and convention center, two for the department 
store, and two for parking, keeping a nine-
meter opening between each block at the 
location of the street grid. 
Locale Bilbao - Greater Bilbao 
"instead of a round cave they boats a large 
square hall. All stations are fully accessible 
with elevators, and escalators usually are also 
installed between vestibule and street level 
but not down to the platforms (which can be 
a bit annoying at Abando (Railway Station) 
where the lift doesn't take you directly to 
the railway station complexlThese modern-
looking tunnels stand attractive alongside the 
modern and innovative interior of the stations. 
Large caverns of a 160m2 cross section were 
dug for stations, creating large open spaces, 
as opposed to the traditional sets of linked 
tu门nols.“ 
Florence Station 
"The scheme is designed to ensure durability 
and ease of maintenance, to minimise energy 
consumption and reduce running costs. Natural 
light is a crucial part of this equation, so too is 
temperature control. The arching roof structure 
provides a system for effective temperature 
regulation by drawing warm air out through 
via permanent vents. It also incorporates 
photovoltaic cells to generate power. 
13 
Thesis Research Part: 
Case studies 
Transient City 
Canary Wharf station 
"Natural light is focused at the two main 
ext rances, through large glazed domed 
canopies.Each dome carefully integrated into 
the sloping grass banks at either end of the 
new park that will be the principle recreation 
space for all of Canary Wharf. By concentrating 
natural light at these points the direction of 
passenger movement is made clear without 
signage.lt is designed on the collective human 
scale to accomodate the inevitable increases in 
passenger density that future generations will 
experience.The roof of the station is laid out 
as a leafly landscaped park,creating Canary 
Wharf's principal public recreation space, 
North Greenwich station 
"It is a process of discovery,not about the grand 
conception nor the architecture or engineering 
and how it must be,but about throwing up 
a range of ideas and possibilities.Our team 
suggested that we should omit the roof slab 
and open the station to the sky.Economicallyof 
course we save money by elimating a slab 
on the top for the roof but the biggest saving 
comes from eliminating the ventilation ducts 
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Dull station full of crowd (Hong Kong) Lively street art performance (New yo. 
B o r i n g t u n n e l (Hong Kong) 
Z 
、 
Artistic window show (New York) 
G e n e r i c p l a t f o r m (Hong Kong) interesting platform (Munich) 
Basic structure (Hong Kong) structure for space (Munich) 
Scenario of station space 
Thesis Research Part: Transient City 
Methodology 
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Urban connection Proqrame connection 
Thesis Research Part; Transient City 
Case studies 
I IT student center 
Central Station 
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Thesis Design Part: Transient City 
Transient City——Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Abstract: 
With the increase of density and mobility in urban lives, locations are on longer singular and isolated from each other but highly interconnected and 
integrated systems. The thesis investigates builts upon current conditions and forms of urban connectivities of various scales and their permeability, 
transiency and integration to the urban environment. Hereby 'connectivity' is not the spatial link from A to B based on efficiency but serves as generator 
of interactions of 'in-between spaces' for people and their activities within an urban quality of life and location. The thesis develops spatial components 
that generate alternatives to current urban experiences and subsequently allow places to be transient, permeable, departed, arrived and genius loci 
within the urban realm. 
Framework: 
Connectivity in various fields (in analogy of connectivity in architectural and urban realm): 
•Leaf vein & Road system (similar in hierarchy/continuity/connectivity) 
•Circuit board & Metro system (bothe are linear with crossing nodes and radial) 
•Biological networks & generative system (Bothe are self-organized and complex but ordered system) 
•Other related theories & network systems (interrelated/interconnected/open/closed/ transient/interactive/ etc.) 
Connectivity on various scales (comparison with scales in similar mechanism): 
With increasing speed and volume up of transport, connectivity is no longer measured by distance between locations but time and accessibility. 
Connectivity, integration and interaction share to some extent some common mechanisms. 
Global scale: 
With globolization of infrastructure and culture, the world map is shrinked by the dimension of time. Hierarchy of cities gradually disappear and cities are 
more muturally reliable on each other nowadays. Through phisical and efficient connection of airlines and virtual information, the whole world is transient 
with components of cities. 
Urban scale: 
Linear connectivity provides efficiency and convenience to public but people lose the opportunity to discover the new corner and experience street life in 
the city .Shortcuts should also penetrate into complicated urban fabric providing alternatives of experience. 
In some cases radiant connectivity simply acts as a channel to the center station Acturally center can possibly expand in both horizontal and vertical 
dimension and become both spatial and social center. 
Although railyway system links different locations, central place in Hongkong Island still plays the leading role of the whole system. Compared with the 
airline network on a global scale, it is a trend that relation of cities become mutually reliable. With extensions of more railway system, it is possible to 
create a new dynamic of urban development with self-organized but mutually reliable districts connected by railway system 
Architectural scale (connectivity condition between building and elevated walkways): 
Walkways act as in-between space of interior and exterior. However, some walkways are entirely isolated from interior space in Central, some walkways 
are compulsory pass through interior shopping mali, others are only visually connected but not interactive with inside. How the in-between space 
coordinates well with the moving space and relative static space needs to be explored. 
Inconvenient connectivity of vertical and horizontal circulation impedes the integration of urban space in three dimensions. Urban space is read in single 
line with specific and clear direction of walkway system. There are possibilities of overlapping spaces to interact with ground- and higher levels. 
Connectivity of urban life (Program): 
Separation/Mix: 
Although separation of elevated walkways and ground floor levels in Mongkok guarantees the efficiency of pass and transfer, vitality of the old district 
can never penetrate into the new plug-in system. Similarly, walkway system is so dominant in Admiralty that park on ground floor is deserted. Diverse 
choices of slow pace of pedestrian way and fast pace of escalator in SOHO area attract citicens. Infrastructure can not be regarded as channel with 
monotonous function but can be another layer of unban street closely related to urban life. 
Compared with traditional Japanese cities where linear connections such as bridges act as central place where dynamic of urban life take place. It 
encourage possiblities of flexible orderly structure in cloudy condition. In Hong Kong connection with station is always the busies place which is even 
more crowded than street, however,it is the most boring place which only function asa passage where people come and go .One case in particular in 
Hong kong is the connectivity system between east Mongkok and Mongkok station,we can only keep walking with no stop. If we walk in the old street 
where we can experience diversity of urban life such as open market .traditional food and informal chatting. Vatality of urban life lost with intervention of 
new connection of infrastructure. Thus it is highly recommended increasing use of hybrid programmes and alternatives of experiencial routes. 
Commercial/Public: 
Commercial programmes take up most of the space connected to infrastructure node, shopping become one type of urbanism in Hong Kong. In Central, 
working people hardly find leisure corners for cigarette or take-way food. Interior plazas in shopping mall connected to Man Oh Shan station are more 
crowded than public park far-away. With people flows, exhibition hall in Central market becomes a public window. City needs variety of functions to 
satisfy social and emotional needs of people. Infrastructure connector can serve as a public container with possibilities of varieties of urban events and 
activities. In foreign countries,stations also serve as town hall where people meet and gather. Place with high density of commuters are also creators of 
high density of events. 
Publicity on the move 
People spent large amount of time in waiting on the station and train,however it is also the most boring part of the journey,most people come and go in 
a hurry as there is nothing to attract people . Publicity not only take place in the static and stable place but also can takes up the movable and mobile 
place of infrastructure. Stations and trains can also provide a place for information exchange,culture communication and experience exploration. 
Compared with other modes of public transport,subway has least pollution to environment and is highly encouraged to be used as significant interchange 
system for other zero-carbon transport such as walk and cycling.The MTR Corporation is a globally recognised leader in mass transit rail services, 
consistently achieving the highest standards in reliability, safety and efficiency.MTR provides a spectrum of in-station customer services for the travelling 
public and stations serve as hubs for convenient connection to road transport and to adjacent commercial and residential centres. 
However,stations are always behind the development of the urbanization, station can therefore stimulate redevelopment of the place. 
Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
station conditions in Hong Kong 
Tsim Sha Tsui to East Tsim Sha Tsui: 
Underground connection from Tsim Sha Tsui station to East Tsim Sha Tsui sation provide direct link but also create boring tunnel space. Although it is 
located in the most lively and artistic area in Hong Kong.,the underground space has is entirely seperated from the diversity of art and leisure activity 
above ground.There is no continuity of the culture and art atmosphere from ground level to underground space 
Hung Horn Sation: 
The large double-space hall provides no spatial direction to the entrance of rail station. The space is evenly divided to commercial use .Only with the help 
of signs on the station people can find different lines. Is is easily to lose right direction. 
The structure does not match the use of space 
Central Sation: 
As the most significant interchange station to other lines and other transport,central station is so generic 
that one cannot feel any sense of center on the station. A lot of tourists need guide and information of the place and city, business men need platform 
to exchange and communicate with other clients.However they have to get out of the station to find a suitable place. Station itself could not provide the 
convenience as the role in the transport system 
AdmiraltySation: 
The concourse is tunnel space with advertisement on both sides,on the other side the platform is large in scale . Most of the entrances of the station are 
located inside of the commercial space with no obvious characteristic. 
Wanchai Sation: 
Office use takes up the most part of the program near the station. Due to lack of residential use,the park and other open space is in the almost deserted 
situation . 
Although the curve space of the platform is a different from other stations ,it is not continuous to the concourse part which is generic everywhere. 
Lo Wu Sation: 
Lo Wu is the most busy border connected to mainland China .howeverthere is no large-scale development along the border on Hong Kong side. 
It is strong contrast of city-scape and landscape on both sides. It is possible to take advantage of the busy flow to enhance the potential for future 
development 
Ma On Shan Sation: 
The station is located in large scale residential area. However the station is directly connected to shopping mall. As a result,public use in private space 
take place,on the other hand ,park and community facility is become deserted to some extent. 
As the most frequent use transoort node,it provides no community service and only serve as transport center rather than community center. 
Case study: Highline Park in NewYork ( Linear urban park & Elevated walkway) 
Catagories of stations 
There are four types of stations 
One is transfer station which is a station connective to other types of transport such as airport and train station.This type of transfer node can become a 
self-organized mini-city with hybrid functions to satisfy daily and business needs. Hong Kong airport is a typical case of such type which is accessible by 
various modes of transport and serve as a transport hub. It is not only transient component where traveller stay but also can be interesting place where 
people with no needs of travel can come and stay. 
Another type is border station which is station on the border crossing area connected to Shenzhen.The crossing point has potencial to be an exchange 
area of culture and education between Hong Kong and mainland. There is a strong contrast of urbanization and natural landscape on Shenzhen and Hong 
Kong sides. Everyday huge numbers of commuters cross borders for business education or shopping, however,most of them have to travel southward to 
the central. So it is wise to choose the border point as another to cater for various needs of people from mainland China. 
The third type is community station which is located in the residential area accessible to other public facility. Most of this type is one-way destination to 
large scale of pure residential district. Station can play the role as community center with complexity of community services and facilities to serve to local 
residents. 
The fourth type is interchange station to interchange to other lines.lt is intersection point which is not only the most convenient and central point of 
different lines but can also creates interaction with other stations and form an interactive network with variety of elements 
Case Study Part: 
Traditional Japnanese market place 
"Central place are streets which served as public space. In-between place of two locations 
people never physically oriented/Travel is between experience" 
always in cloudy condition with flexible order. 
The cloudy condition is very attractive to all kinds of groups of people as there is no fixed or certain conditon and allows for any possibility take place.lt is 
magic place compared to clean and straight street. 
High line park ( New York) 
"Hign Line Park provides alternatives for walking the length of the line. It provides sustainable and reliable energy system responsible to tomorow's 
communities. It gives sense of place undulating ribbon of landscape that generates surprises. The new form are rooted in local pattern.There are more 
and more deserted palces by the consequence of speed up of urbanization,High Line park is a good example to show reuse .conversion and revitalization 
of the deserted urban space". 
With future development,we all face the problem of how to reutilize existing or deserted infrastructure,it is significant to balance value of past and make 
full use of the existing environment. 
Linear City Research ——Mongkok 
"Big Idea comes from facilitate wind flow and pedestrian network .Subtraction of flows,constructing visual and wind corridors:create porosity and diversity. 
Summary: 
-100% site coverage below 15 m for commercial activities 12 main high rise towers ~ 60-70m (20-25 floors) for office and hotel /Open landscape and sky 
garden are integrated . / Activities at multi-street levels act as a main attractor &a generator of inertia flow, la generator of inertia flow." 
Jubilee line extension To enhance transport for tourism and leisure as Mitchell describes, is a fine example of how old infrastructure can be adapted to 
modern requirements-Ienhancing] links with the local community. 
Thesis Design Part: Transient City 
Canary Wharf (structure+nature) 
"Natural light is focused at the two main extrances,through large glazed domed canopies.Each dome spans 20m and is carefully integrated into the 
sloping grass banks at either end of the new park that will be the principle recreation space for all of Canary Wharf.By concentrating natural light at these 
points the direction of passenger movement is made clear without signage.lt is designed on the collective human scale to accomodate the inevitable 
increases in passenger density that future generations will experience.The roof of the station is laid out as a leafly landscaped park,creating Canary 
Wharf's principal public recreation space,Only the swelling gaiss domes of the canopies covering the three entrances give any visual evidence to the 
station below.These structures draw daylight deep into the station concourse,thereby enhancing human orientation and minimising the need for direction 
signs." 
North Greenwich (open to sky) 
"It is a process of discovery,not about the grand conception nor the architecture or engineering and how it must be,but about throwing up a range of 
ideas and possibilities.Our team suggested that we should omit the roof slab and open the station to the sky.Economicallyof course we save money by 
elimating a slab on the top for the roof but the biggest saving comes from eliminating the ventilation ducts and shafts “ 
Kyoto JR Station 
"The competition for the railway station in Kyoto, Japan is characteristic of hybrid meg a projects at the end of the 20th century. We began by 
decomposing the overall program into its main constituent elements and aligning them with the Kyoto grid—one block for the cultural center, two for 
the hotel and convention center, two for the department store, and two for parking, keeping a nine-meter opening between each block at the location of 
the street grid. We then subdivided the blocks into organizational strips 18 meters, 27 meters, and 18 meters wide respectively, with a three- meter gap 
between them to allow natural light into the center of the blocks." 
Locale Bilbao - Greater Bilbao 
"instead of a round cave they boats a large square hall. All stations are fully accessible with elevators, and escalators usually are also installed between 
vestibule and street level but not down to the platforms (which can be a bit annoying at Abando (Railway Station) where the lift doesn't take you directly 
to the railway station complexlThese modern-looking tunnels stand attractive alongside the modern and innovative interior of the stations.Large caverns 
of a 160m2 cross section were dug for stations, creating large open spaces, as opposed to the traditional sets of linked tunnels.“ 
Florence Station 
"The scheme is designed to ensure durability and ease of maintenance, to minimise energy consumption and reduce running costs. Natural light is a 
crucial part of this equation, so too is temperature control. The arching roof structure provides a system for effective temperature regulation by drawing 
warm air out through via permanent vents. It also incorporates photovoltaic cells to generate power. 
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Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
"Improving the the experience of today's critical users is a key component of a city's success' 
<street level desires> 
With increase of density and mobily in modern world,cities are increasingly reliable on infrastructure 
support and locations are highly interconnected. My thesis investigates conditions and forms of 
urban connectivites on various scales .On one hand,infrastructure improves efficiency and brings 
convenience to urban life, however,on the other hand，sometimes efficiency is over-emphasized 
and travel is simplied as direct connection from A to B . Quality of experience in between space is 
neglected and complexity and diversity on urban scale suddenly lost in human scale.My thesis aims 
to generate trasient component which needs permanent support of infrastructure and could also 
provides a place for interaction and communication of different groups of people. 
Transient city is highly interconnected by transient urban components which are relied on permanent 
infrastructure support such as railway,high-speed road and other types. Transient component which 
takes advantage of mobility and accommodate diversity of urban programmes also serves as 
community center. It is how micro scale urban component interact with macro scale city and how 
people,community and city are linked. It is an efficient and lively way of transient life proposed in my 
thesis and I hope people can enjoy and get lost in transience. 
Site condition 





Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Time circle 
Site is located in the interchange station of two 
subway lines.One is from Shatin to Central and 
another one is from Yaumatin to Whampoo. As the 
site is located in large-scale residential area ’the 
design is more likely to be locally used. When new 
type of infrastructure system is introduced in the old 
community, it brings both opportunity and challenge 
to the existing environment. Large amounts of local 
residents and touriste are brought to the site ,making 
an opportunity for commercial benefits and meeting 
place for exchange and interaction. It is always too 
simply to treat the place to become another generic 
station such as Kowloon Tong Station.Station can be 
regarded as engine for old city redevelopment and it 
is not necessary the place where people come and 
go just for transport or interchange but an interesting 
attractor where people may visit just for fun. It is 
also not appropriate to treate station site seperated 
and isolated from surrounding environment. A lot of 
stations are ungerground and totally isolated from 
ground above or monotonously directed to enclosed 
shopping mall. Thesis discuss other possiblity to treat 
station design which may interact with surrounding 
environment and have some innovated urban 
programes to enrich pure infrastructure life. 
Proposed connection o 
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Thesis Design Part: Transient City 
Urban Strategy 
existing green proposed green corridor 
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There are numbers of green land 
for leisure or sports facilities. 
However,people always find 
it difficult to have long walk or 
long running in a more natural 
and comfortable environment. 
Thus spotted green area will 
be combined as a whole piece 
of green corridor and the site 
can be regarded as part of the 
continuous urban park.Similar 
to Central park and Hign line 
park in New York, large piece 
or linear green park in urban is 
more and more valuable and 
attractive to local residents and 
tourists. 
Continuty of vatality 
As there is traditional commercial 
s t reet in the old fabr ic, the 
design also wants to keep the 
vatality and atmosphere of the 
existing old street. Nowadays,in 
H o n g K o n g . m o r e and more 
l a r g e - v o l u m n s h o p p i n g m a l l 
becomes p redom inan t way 
of l i fe,however, the special ly 
d y n a m i c m a r k e t p r o v i d e s 
more interactive and random 
、.y: way of shopp ing .Compared 
to supermarket where buyers 
‘ , b e n e f i t s from the efficiency but 
髮 lose the pleasure of interaction 
wi th the sel ler at the same 
/ . t ime. Al though the shopping 
••‘ environment in large shopping 
mall is clean, air-condit ioned 
/ and spac ious ,however we 
just have similar and generic 
feeling everywhere regardless 
of distric and history of the site. 
The design wants to keep the 
interactive way of shopping in 
the newly-made place where 
people may feel lost in the 
new environment but famaliar 
a tmosphere . Espec ia l l y for 
local residents who live there 
for several to decades of years, 
it is more considerate to keep 
memory and continue sense of 
famaliar to the new place. 
Extension of Poly University 
With a new dormitory of Poly 
University built near the site 
，the place can also be regarded 
as extension of Poly University 
which only have limited teaching 
space and not enough space 
for diversity of university life 
and even ts . On one hand, 
university students can bring 
yougn life and energy to the old 
community,on the other hand,it 
is more interesting to experience 
local culture and local life for 
通 local and foreign students. 
Design Concept 
Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Compared with flat f loors 
.people's behaviors are more 
transient on slope. As slope 
indicate potencial direction of 
movement. And I also want 
to take advantage of existing 
slope on the site What is 
more,slope has inclination 
to separate people f lows 
in different directions both 
verticaly and horizontally. 
Esca la tors are des igned 
for fas t -speed users and 
staircases are for slow-speed 
ones who could exp lo re 
and have aUernative routes. 
Similar cases already take 
place in hongkong.such as 
Langham Place in Mongkok 
and Soho area in Central. 
When a new infrastructure 
system appears in the old 
fabric,it is always sensitive to 
deal with the relation of old 
and new. The sky escalator 
and steps in Langham Place 
provide two options for users 
who have less time or much 
time to do shopping. In Soho 
area,escalator users are no 
longer stuck in the enclosed 
and dull tunnel space but 
could enjoy the interesting 
and active street view and 
could also stop for a drink 
or have special food in an 
attractive bar or restaurant. 
Short-cut is inserted into 
the exisi t ing fabric and it 
demonstrates the situation 
of co-exist of buildings and 
in f ras t rcu t re of d i f fe ren t 
ages.lt is the magic place of 
city which is like a growing 
t ree w h i c h we can see 
different layers and stages of 
development. It is the obvious 
and clear stages of changing 
that keep a record of city and 
time. 
people behavior on flat floor people behavior on stairs 
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keeping pace vwth outside 
watching street life / mobile city Street 
Subway: 
Isolated from outside 
watching strangers 
with specific aim to exit 
people all in a hurry 
vatality of variety of aim / pace 
Interior 
Lift: 
Enclosed / packed 
Dead atmoshpere 
seconds like years People 
Escalator 
Fluid/Moving 
watching people up and down 
People in the same language but 
do not want to talk 
Isolated 
see all but feel nothing 
City 
Special Study: 
Movie :Lost in translation 
Thesis: Lost in trasience 
I also get some inspirations from the movie Lost 
in translation which provides variety of scenes of 
transient people in transient situations.lt shows 
that time is not simply measured by actural time 
but also influenced by sychological feeling and 
experience by surrounding people,space and 
urban environment. People in a strange ,cold and 
boring place always feel time much longer than 
in a famaliar,interesting and active place. With 
increase of pace of life,more and more efficient 
ways of transport provide convenient connectivity 
from Ato B but neglect the enduring psychological 
time in a cold and strange environment. The 
movie < Lost in translation〉provide various 
t ransient places such as tax i ,subway, t ra in 
station,airport, street,temple ,hotel ,etc and 
how strangers go through transient time in a 
fresh,lonely environment and how familiar relation 
is establ ished between strangers. I want to 
explore more about how urban environment could 
possibily create atmosphere of sense of lost in a 
transient city and how to feel and experience time. 
People in different language but 
enjoy talking 
Need time to feel / explore 
Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
My design considers several types of 
experiences for different users.Short-cut 
directly to concourse gurantees efficiency 
for commuters who could also get involved 
into the dynamic atmosphere of the market 
on the slope.Even when commuters go 
to underground tunnels ’they get chance 
to watch instant performances . Leisure 
facilities on the entrance create place for 
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M.arch 2 Thesis Essay 
Transient City Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Keywords: 
Continuity, place, departure, arrival, transient, permeability, interaction, integration 
Abstract 
With the increase of density and mobility in urban lives, locations are no longer singular and isolated from each other but highly 
interconnected and integrated systems. The thesis investigates buildings upon current conditions and forms of urban connectivities of 
various scales and their permeability, transience and integration to the urban environment. Hereby 'connectivity' is not the spatial link 
from A to B based on efficiency but serves as generator of interactions of 'in-between spaces' for people and their activities within an 
urban quality of life and location. The thesis develops spatial components that generate alternatives to current urban experiences and 
subsequently allow places to be transient, permeable, departed, arrived and genius loci within the urban realm. 
Background: 
With increasing speed and volume up of transport, connectivity is no longer measured by distance between locations but time and 
accessibility. Connectivity, integration and interaction share to some extent some common mechanisms. 
With globolization of infrastructure and culture, the world map is shrinked by the dimension of time. Hierarchy of cities gradually 
disappear and cities are more muturally reliable on each other nowadays. Through phisical and efficient connection of airlines and 
virtual information, the whole world is transient with components of cities. 
Similar mechanism on urban scale,linear connectivity provides efficiency and convenience to public but people lose the opportunity to 
discover the new corner and experience street life in the city .Shortcuts should also penetrate into complicated urban fabric providing 
alternatives of experience. 
In some cases radiant connectivity simply acts as a channel to the center station .Acturally center can possibly expand in both 
horizontal and vertical dimension and become both spatial and social center. 
Although railyway system links different locations, central place in Hongkong Island still plays the leading role of the whole system. 
Compared with the airline network on a global scale, it is a trend that relation of cities become mutually reliable. With extensions of 
more railway system, it is possible to create a new dynamic of urban development with self-organized but mutually reliable districts 
connected by railway system 
On architectural sale,walkways act as in-between space of interior and exterior. However, some walkways are entirely isolated from 
interior space in Central, some walkways are compulsory pass through interior shopping mall, others are only visually connected but 
not interactive with inside. How the in-between space coordinates well with the moving space and relative static space needs to be 
explored. 
Inconvenient connectivity of vertical and horizontal circulation impedes the integration of urban space in three dimensions. Urban 
space is read in single line with specific and clear direction of walkway system. There are possibilities of overlapping spaces to interact 
with ground- and higher levels. 
Although separation of elevated walkways and ground floor levels in Mongkok guarantees the efficiency of pass and transfer, vitality 
of the old district can never penetrate into the new plug-in system. Similarly, walkway system is so dominant in Admiralty that park on 
ground floor is deserted. Diverse choices of slow pace of pedestrian way and fast pace of escalator in SOHO area attract citicens. 
Infrastructure can not be regarded as channel with monotonous function but can be another layer of unban street closely related to 
urban life. 
Compared with traditional Japanese cities where linear connections such as bridges act as central place where dynamic of urban life 
take place. K encourage possiblities of flexible orderly structure in cloudy condition. In Hong Kong connection with station is always 
the busies place which is even more crowded than street, however,it is the most boring place which only function as a passage where 
people come and go .One case in particular in Hong kong is the connectivity system between east Mongkok and Mongkok station,we 
can only keep walking with no stop. If we walk in the old street where we can experience diversity of urban life such as open market 
’traditional food and informal chatting. Vatality of urban life lost with intervention of new connection of infrastructure. Thus it is highly 
recommended increasing use of hybrid programmes and alternatives of experiencial routes. 
Commercial/Public: 
Commercial programmes take up most of the space connected to infrastructure node, shopping become one type of urbanism in Hong 
Kong. In Central, working people hardly find leisure corners for cigarette or take-way food. Interior plazas in shopping mall connected 
to Man Oh Shan station are more crowded than public park far-away. With people flows, exhibition hall in Central market becomes a 
public window. City needs variety of functions to satisfy social and emotional needs of people. Infrastructureconnector can serve as a 
public container with possibilities of varieties of urban events and activities. In foreign countries,stations also serve as town hall where 
people meet and gather. Place with high density of commuters are also creators of high density of events. 
Publicity on the move: 
People spent large amount of time in waiting on the station and train,however it is also the most boring part of the journey,most people 
come and go in a hurry as there is nothing to attract people . Publicity not only take place in the static and stable place but also can 
takes up the movable and mobile place of infrastructure. Stations and trains can also provide a place for information exchange,culture 
communication and experience exploration. 
Compared with other modes of public transport,subway has least pollution to environment and is highly encouraged to be used as 
significant interchange system for other zero-carbon transport such as walk and cycling.The MTR Corporation is a globally recognised 
leader in mass transit rail services, consistently achieving the highest standards in reliability, safety and efficiency.MTR provides a 
spectrum of in-station customer services for the travelling public and stations serve as hubs for convenient connection to road transport 
and to adjacent commercial and residential centres. 
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However,stations are always behind the development of the urbanization, station can therefore stimulate redevelopment of the place. 
So I use station design as a test to study possibility of transient urban component. It is likely to add another layer to the existing station 
layer and enrich the meaning of station. The following part is detailed analysis of the site ’transport and existing urban fabric. Special 
study of the comarison of the movie Lost in translation and my thesisi topic lost in transience serves as inspiration of design and 
solution to the station problem. 
"To the extent that identity is derived from physical substance,from the historical from context from the real,we somehow cannot 
imagine that anything contemporary-made by us contribute to it."--< S,M,L,XL> 
My thesis aims to explore community identity to the station which is generic and lose identity somehow. 
Reflection on transient city 
"Improving the the experience of today's critical users is a key component of a city's success"——<street level desires> 
With increase of density and mobily in modern world,cities are increasingly reliable on infrastructure support and locations are highly 
interconnected. My thesis investigates conditions and forms of urban connectivites on various scales .On one hand,infrastructure 
improves efficiency and brings convenience to urban life, however,on the other hand ,sometimes efficiency is over-emphasized and 
travel is simplied as direct connection from A to B . Quality of experience in between space is neglected and complexity and diversity 
on urban scale suddenly lost in human scale.My thesis aims to generate trasient component which needs permanent support of 
infrastructure and could also provides a place for interaction and communication of different groups of people. 
Transient city is highly interconnected by transient urban components which are relied on permanent infrastructure support such 
as railway,high-speed road and other types. Transient component which takes advantage of mobility and accommodate diversity of 
urban programmes also serves as community center. It is how micro scale urban component interact with macro scale city and how 
people,community and city are linked. K is an efficient and lively way of transient life proposed in my thesis and I hope people can enjoy 
and get lost in transience. 
Site Analysis 
Site is located in the interchange station of two subway lines.One is from Shatin to Central and another one is from Yaumatin to 
Whampoo. As the site is located in large-scale residential area ’the design is more likely to be locally used. When new type of 
infrastructure system is introduced in the old community, it brings both opportunity and challenge to the existing environment. Large 
amounts of local residents and touriste are brought to the site ,making an opportunity for commercial benefits and meeting place for 
exchange and interaction. It is always too simply to treat the place to become another generic station such as Kowloon Tong Station. 
Station can be regarded as engine for old city redevelopment and it is not necessary the place where people come and go just for 
transport or interchange but an interesting attractor where people may visit just for fun. It is also not appropriate to treate station 
site seperated and isolated from surrounding environment. A lot of stations are ungerground and totally isolated from ground above 
or monotonously directed to enclosed shopping mall. Thesis discuss other possiblity to treat station design which may interact with 
surrounding environment and have some innovated urban programes to enrich pure infrastructure life. 
Urban strategy 
Urban Park 
There are numbers of green land for leisure or sports facilities. However,people always find it difficult to have long walk or long running 
in a more natural and comfortable environment. Thus spotted green area will be combined as a whole piece of green corridor and the 
site can be regarded as part of the continuous urban park.Similar to Central park and Hign line park in New York, large piece or linear 
green park in urban is more and more valuable and attractive to local residents and tourists. 
Central Park: 
"While foliage in much of the park appears natural, it is in fact almost entirely landscaped. The park contains several natural-looking 
lakes and ponds that have been created artificially, extensive walking tracks,bridle paths, two ice-skating rinks (one of which is a 
swimming pool in July and August), the Central Park Zoo,the Central Park Conservatory Garden ,a wildlife sanctuary, a large area 
of natural woods, a 106-acre (43 ha) billion-gallon reservoir with an encircling running track, and an outdoor amphitheater, called 
the Delacorte Theater, which hosts the Shakespeare in the Park summer festivals. Indoor attractions include Belvedere Castle 
with its nature center, the Swedish Cottage Ma Swedish Cottage Marionette Theatre and the historic Carousel. In addition there are 
numerous major and minor grassy areas, some of which are used for informal or team sports, some are set aside as quiet areas, and 
there are a number of enclosed playgrounds for childrenThe 6 miles (10 km) of drives within the park are used by joggers, bicyclists, 
skateboarders, and inline skaters, especially on weekends and in the evenings after 7:00 p.m., when automobile traffic is prohibited." 
---Wikipedia website 
We can follow the similar way of operation of central park to the urban park in the site. It will be an idea place for leisure and sports 
activities and natural environment for communication of ideas,art show or informal performance. It is idea place for family or friends 
picnic and informal gathering. Staion collects people and can also separate people for joy and fun. 
Continuty of vatality 
As there is traditional commercial street in the old fabric, the design also wants to keep the vatality and atmosphere of the existing old 
street. Nowadays,in HongKong.more and more large-volumn shopping mall becomes predominant way of life,however,the specially 
dynamic market provides more interactive and random way of shopping.Compared to supermarket where buyers benefits from the 
efficiency but lose the pleasure of interaction with the seller at the same time. Although the shopping environment in large shopping 
mall is clean, air-conditioned and spacious ,however we just have similar and generic feeling everywhere regardless of distric and 
history of the site. We taste exactly the same flavor and dishes in the chains of food company. We can buy products with the same 
brand everywhere .It is the brand which attracts customers but not the place. The design wants to keep the interactive way of shopping 
in the 
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newly-made place where people may feel lost in the new environment but famaliar atmosphere. One case in paticular is Langham 
place in MongKok, it provides a new way of shopping. Customers can use sky escalator to the top floor and then slowly use ramps 
to find what you want in small shops along the ramp and stair. It is new trial to implant old valuable ingredient into new creation. It is 
efficient to walk under one large roof in a single building,however inhuman scale space makes invisible distance between customer 
and buyer. Especially for local residents who live there for several to decades of years, it is more considerate to keep memory and 
continue sense of famaliar to the new place. 
Extension of Poly University 
With a new dormitory of Poly University built near the site ,the place can also be regarded as extension of Poly University which only 
have limited teaching space and not enough space for diversity of university life and events. On one hand, university students can 
bring yougn life and energy to the old community,on the other hand,it is more interesting to experience local culture and local life for 
local and foreign students. 
In a word,station design should not be isolated from surrounding urban environment. Station could become an attractor for diversity of 
community activities and urban events. 
So I start with a design area with similar dimention of the old fabric right above the two crossing railway lines. 
Design Concept 
Compared with flat floors .people's behaviors are more transient on slope. As slope indicate potencial direction of movement. And 
I also want to take advantage of existing slope on the site .What is more,slope has inclination to separate people flows in different 
directions both verticaly and horizontally. Escalators are designed for fast-speed users and staircases are for slow-speed ones who 
could explore and have alternative routes. Similar cases already take place in hongkong.such as Langham Place in Mongkok and 
Soho area in Central. When a new infrastructure system appears in the old fabric,it is always sensitive to deal with the relation of 
old and new. The sky escalator and steps in Langham Place provide two options for users who have less time or much time to do 
shopping. In Soho area,escalator users are no longer stuck in the enclosed and dull tunnel space but could enjoy the interesting 
and active street view and could also stop for a drink or have special food in an attractive bar or restaurant. Short-cut is inserted into 
the exisiting fabric and it demonstrates the situation of co-exist of buildings and infrastrcutre of different ages.lt is the magic place of 
city which is like a growing tree which we can see different layers and stages of development. It is the obvious and clear stages of 
changing that keep a record of city and time. 
Special Study 
Movie :Lost in translation Thesis: Lost in trasience 
I also get some inspirations from the movie Lost in translation which provides variety of scenes of transient people in transient 
situations.lt shows that time is not simply measured by actural time but also influenced by sychological feeling and experience by 
surrounding people,space and urban environment. People in a strange ,cold and boring place always feel time much longer than in 
a famaliar,interesting and active place. With increase of pace of life,more and more efficient ways of transport provide convenient 
connectivity from A to B but neglect the enduring psychological time in a cold and strange environment. The movie < Lost in 
translation〉provide various transient places such as taxi,subway,train station,airport, street,temple，hotel ,etc and how strangers go 
through transient time in a fresh,lonely environment and how familiar relation is established between strangers. I want to explore more 
about how urban environment could possibily create atmosphere of sense of lost in a transient city and how to feel and experience 
time. 
Description of Movie story: 
The main actor is Bob Harris who is an old American film actor far past his golden and peak of career. He came to Tokyo for taking 
commercial advertisement .He meets Charlotte, a young woman who just married a visiting photographer in the hotel. In the boring 
and weary way of daily life in a totally strange country, Bob and Charlotte make ideal companions which may seem improbable due 
to age gap and background difference. Charlotte is looking for "her place in life,"as he just graduated from university and still did not 
know what to do. While Bob is tolerating middle age crisis and lose passion and hope for marriage. "Both separately and together, they 
live the experience of the American in Tokyo." The bond between Bob and Charlotte who are strangers in their homeland becomes so 
close in the foreign country. Both suffer confusion and hilarity due to the cultural and language differences between themselves and 
the Japanese. However when the relationship between Bob and Charlotte deepens, they have to separate and go for their next travel 
of life. 
Reflections on the movie: 
K is a movie about people ’city, movement, static and relationship.The strange environment is an ideal place for encounters which may 
never possibly take place in the familiar place. It demonstrates that environment influences establishment of relationship and how it 
pushes ,enhances or lag out bonds between people.Sometimes,we feel tired，bored or even speechless in front of closest lover and 
more likely to open your heart to a stranger once trust is built. The old man was moved by the girl's smile on the lift where so valuable 
and rare look appeared. The girl saw the lonely man waving to her in the bar of hotel and gave a glass of drink as return.The random 
social activity takes place everywhere people come /go /stay.Then they go through happy hours togther with Japanese friends,chatting 
overnight and gathering in a fear on the platform of hotel. More open space in the urban environment provide appropriate place for 
people to meet,know and watch. More private space makes people understand and know about each other from heart. Everyone 
is watching others and is being watched by others as well. However,the more open and dynamic the space is ’the more natural 
the feeling is. We all get some kind of nevous when we are standing in front of large numbers of audiences under spotlight. The 
atmosphere of purposeless is more ideal to form uncertain but random relationship. They attract each other in crowds by their special 
characterist and feeling to each other. Urban condition and spacial quality works as media to link people.Most free encounters happens 
in cloudy condition which is not arranged by purpose and more open and crowded. We have similar feeling walking in the free market. 
We do not have definite aim or strong desire to buy something,we just look around and discover favorate goods suddenly. So I analize 
several urban conditions which form certain contrast of good or bad element to promote or deteriorate relationship between people. 
Generation of transient and permeable urban component 
Infrastructure 
Driving in the highway which is generic everywhere in the world, people especially for strangers will feel too clean,boring and journey 
seems endless to some extent. Compared to the city center in Tokyo where different layers of infrastrcture such as road,street,elevated 
walkway and railyway coexist in the same space where people flow,car flow and subway coming and going in all directions, strangers 
feel much lonely in a cold environment. 
Quite different from most American cities,Tokyo demonstates the beuty of chaos. A lot of American cities are built on base of plan,while 
Tokyo grow both horizontally and vertically..Similar to HongKong.when density grows in the old fabric of existing city, a lot of collisions 
happens. The condition of coexistence dliverse our urban life just like buffet which provide alternatives for eaters to choose. Walking 
out from Mongkok station,we can do shopping in international level shopping environment ,we can also walk in the local market and 
experience special culture and taste local food. Infrastructure,to some extent become so generic that we feel the same everwhere in the 
world.In the field of art and cuKure,globalization is deserted and local speciality is emphasized. However,in the infrastructure field,they 
all have similar standards regardless of place and people. 
Thus my thesis suggests treating infrastructure as part of urban life and city character which represents the speciality of the place 
City: 
It is always so direct to have a bird view of the city on top of high-rise building,however,we see all but can not feel anything. It is right in 
front of our eyes but we are so isolated from the urban environment. In other words,we have to walk and see in order to get involved in 
the city. On urban scale we can only see but on human scale we can be touched by the environment. 
"A city can be found nowhere,anywhere and everywhere"—--Kempf 
Station is similar to a micro-city which is composed of variety of layers such as historical layer, landscape layer,railway layer,service 
layer. 
"Cities are an everyday invention.They are informed and imagined by many people at a time.A city's physical form is expressed in a 
vortex of temporal relations,mirrored in the activites of a collective body of individuals interacting with one another.Cities are an open 
stage for complementary and conflicting encounters,and allow for multiple identities to emerge and evaporate.They are backdrops for 
dreams and desires,a platform for departures and arrivals. As individuals pass through,new connections arise while others fade away. 
By wearing various masks and playing different roles,people change the urban landscape through their encounters." <You Are the 
City> 
Station is a speed-up city where everything is on the move and it is a transient space for temporary collection and meeting of diversity 
of people. However, most people regard it as a place of passing in a hurry and no attraction for staying. So my thesis wants to 
combine historical/ geological /landscape and infrastructure/ transportation layers together in the station to make station as attractor for 
interchange/interaction and exchange. 
People 
When the star was recgnized by people coming from the same country,although they have language in common,their conversation is 
just like a cup of pure water. There is no fun in the talk. In another scene,when the actor sitting in the local hospital ,it is really difficult to 
communicate in the same language but they talk from heart and have the emotional talk from heart.. 
Station is a place for collection of people without relationship. However,if station accommodate public activities,a large net of 
relationship will be established. People will come even without purpose of commuting .Nowadays,city is more and more mixed-
used,similar concept can be applied to station design where people of different ages .professionals and interests gather and interact. 
Interior 
It is always the most boring and embarrassing time spent in the lift which is an totally enclosed interior surrounded by stragers. 
Everybody stand without any expression,so it is so sweet to see the pretty girl in a smile in the cold environment.Instead,we feel totally 
different standing on the escalator in the station,the fluid and moving escalator brings the girl to the upper level and she could look 
around the relatived open and noisy space. 
Although we feel it convenient to go to shopping mall directly connected to the station,it is totally interior experience all the time. To 
the contrary, elevated walkway system from Mongkok to East Mongkok provide another solution to connectivity system. On one hand 
,short-cut guarantee effeciency from one station to another,on the other hand, people can see what happening in the old district. If you 
are attracted by the busy women street,you can go downstairs to the street level. Market provides a leisure random and interactive 
way of shopping and we can feel changing atmosphere day and night. It is the open shopping environment that abandon cold 
and monotonous way of shopping.It is possible to implement similar concept to station design which is always in enclosed interior 
environment to create a more open space for people and transportation. 
Transport 
After a tiring air trip from US to Tokyo,the actor took a taxi to hotel. Although it was still a long trip, it is still interesting to watch outside 
just like watching vivid movie in a real world 
Compared with taxi,it is always feel stuck in the enclosed railway carriage. The only and all thing we can see is people who is reading 
talking or starring on the floor. 
"The constantly changing ch a rater of cities calls for an adaptable framing device through which current and developing urban conditions 
can be decoded"——<You Are the City> 
With development of advanced technology and increase of pace of urban life, city is growing in pace with transport. Place not 
accessible in the past can be closely related to city center with convenient transport. Station should have flexibility to be enlarged or 
rennovated with future increase of density and development. Transient component has the advantage to grow in all dimensions with 
time with regarding to strcutural and spatial elements. 
Thesis Design Part: Transient City 
"Techniques for transportation and storage of people,information and goods constitute a system. The form of cities and the functional 
and social organization of urban spaces interact with the techniques of transportation and storage. The system for transporting and 
storing people information and goods has a profound impact on the shape of the city,on urban space and social organization."—— 
<Multimobility,Multispeed cities> 
Street 
It is fast and convenient to find exits in the station with clear signs to direct people flow. If we walk on the street ,it is free to exipore 
where to go and stay. 
"As in any ecological system,it is these meeting points that usually offer the richest and most interesting experiences.And here is a 
clue to the success of the Japanese city,for its widely acknowledged vibrance stems particularly from the meeting or crossing points 
of multiple and diverse areas,points and lines (in rich three-dimensional above and below ground superimpositions"—<Learning from 
Japanese cities> 
"Japan,? days later. First impression:the vastness and shamelessness of its ugliness." 
Being on intimate terms with the utilitarian is major strength:no frills,ever. 
Europe,and even America，try to create situations where everything is as "good" as possible;Japan lives with drastic segregation 
between the sublime,the ugly,and the utterly without qualities."—<S,M,L,XL> 
Although Japanese cities especially Tokyo is more ugly than western cities,it is the mess of beauty making cities alive. City is not 
planned but grow naturally in Japan, a place forms itself as people come and have activities here. People may come with or without a 
specific purpose. Sometimes neatness kill informal or temporary event space. The diversity of activities and chaos of cityscape provide 
opportunities for people to explore and discover. People all enjoy the pocket space in Mongkok regardless of its shape or area. 
"Indiviuals are more and more attracted to events that give them the opportunity to meet other individuals,of being together,of making 
community. Live experience is valued.Parties of all kinds,festivals,big sporting events,communal rituals—events that puncturate urban 
life both spatically and temporally are multiplying.They also play a growing role in the design and management of urban s p a c e " < 
Multimobility.multispeed cities> 
My design considers several types of experiences for different users.Short-cut directly to concourse gurantees efficiency for commuters 
who could also get involved into the dynamic atmosphere of the market on the slope.Even when commuters go to underground tunnels 
,they get chance to watch instant performances . Leisure facilities on the entrance create place for family picnic and runner or walkers 
in the urban park. 
Relation of transience and spacial elements 
Spacial elements such as openings,light,material and space dimension are closely related to transience. The more transient the 
component is ,more opennings，more light to indicate direction of movement 
Scale: 
Transient component can be applied to various scales ,small to urban furniture for outdoor activites,large to other transient urban 
component related to infrastructure based on different urban condition and environment. 
Temporality 
As the form of transient space have inclination to movement all the time,it provides a temporary space for staying, it has characteristic 
of needs to be improved and developed with time. It could possibily be enlarged or densed at high peak hour or periods of events and 
it could also be adjusted based on number of users ,time and season. The structure of each unit could be fixed easily with similar mode 
and vertical units are relied on surrounding units to distribute forces. It is more convenient to dismantle or assemble for temporary use. 
Station is a place for collection of different kinds of people coming and going,what is more important is to provide opportunities for 
interaction and exchange of ideas and emotional communication in the community and to improve quality of urban life. 
My thesis is just a test and beginning of exploration into the generation of transient urban component.lt is the starting of rethinking of 
what infrastructure can bring to urban life and what infrastructure means apart from destination. With more intervention of mordern 
infrastructure system, we cannot only speed up the pace of life regardless of deterioration existing quality of life. 
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